In this paper, we introduce an attribute-based interactive image search which can leverage human-in-the-loop feedback to iteratively refine image search results. We study active image search where human feedback is solicited exclusively in visual form, without using relative attribute annotations used by prior work which are not typically found in many datasets. In order to optimize the image selection strategy, a deep reinforcement model [26] is trained to learn what images are informative rather than rely on hand-crafted measures typically leveraged in prior work. Additionally, we extend the recently introduced Conditional Similarity Network [40] to incorporate global similarity in training visual embeddings, which results in more natural transitions as the user explores the learned similarity embeddings. Our experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach, producing compelling results on both active image search and image attribute representation tasks.
Introduction
In image search applications the user often has the mental picture of their desired content. The ultimate goal of image search is to convey this mental picture to the system and overcome the difference between the lower-level image representation and the higher-level conceptual content. Describing the desired image may be time consuming, however, and an image search system may not find the image even with an accurate description. To remedy this issue, interactive search techniques (e.g. [3, 6, 10, 11, 21, 24, 32, 37, 49, 50, 51] ) obtain user feedback to iteratively refine system returned results, often by asking questions in visual form. In particular, there has been a recent focus of this type of iterative refinement using relative attribute feedback [16, 17, 20, 27] . As seen in Figure 1 (a), this enables a system to provide targeted feedback, but require relative attribute annotations not typically found in image datasets.
In this paper, we propose an interactive image search system which doesn't use relative attribute annotations. Instead, we learn an image embedding trained on meta-data Recent work in iterative image search leverages relative attribute annotations enabling the collection of targeted feedback as seen in (a). However, these relative attributes are not typically collected natively in many datasets. Instead, we use the meta-data or categorical labels already present in most datasets to build a representation for our active image search approach. While this relies on more ambiguous feedback since users can define their own similarity criterion, as shown in (b), our experiments show it is sufficient most of the time. labels which are collected natively in e-commerce datasets. These labels identify attributes with clear definitions (e.g. does the shirt have long sleeves?), and are also be useful for other tasks such as organizing and filtering a dataset. Relative attributes, by comparison, can be subjective in nature, and annotators may prefer to label as many as 40% of image pairs as having equal amounts of an attribute [45] , making their usefulness beyond active image search unclear. This suggests a trade-off between the low annotation cost of our approach (due to using existing annotations) and expected performance gains from targeted feedback using relative attributes. This paper takes a step towards characterizing the nature of this trade-off.
We begin an interactive image search session by presenting a user with an initial set of candidate images after receiving an initial query. A user simply selects the image which is the most visually similar to their target image (see Figure 1 (b) for an example of the expected feedback). We incorporate the new information provided by the user into our model and then select the next set of images. Thus, the goal is to select the most informative images to present to the user on each iteration. While this style of feedback provides less information than many relative attribute C Candidate Selector Candidate Re-ranker User Feedback Initial Query Figure 2 . Search refinement process. At test time we are given an initial query as input to our system. On each iteration, we search our database using our "candidate selector" strategies to obtain an initial set of candidates. We use a "candidate re-ranker" on this set of images using informative, but computationally expensive selection criteria. During the "user feedback" step the user indicates if the new refined candidates are more representative of their desired image or not. If they accept a new image, it becomes the query for the next iteration. approaches, since each user determines their own similarity criteria resulting in different responses, our experiments show it is "good enough" in many cases.
A popular selection criterion is Expected Error Reduction (EER) [2, 16, 18, 23, 25, 33] . This strategy chooses images that provide the largest reduction in the generalization error of the current model, but its high computational cost is disqualifying for many tasks. As such, EER is typically computed on a short list of candidates (e.g. exemplars from hierarchical clusters [16, 23] ). We experiment with two low-cost sampling strategies to obtain a candidate list in this work: a nearest neighbor baseline, which largely ignores user feedback, and a criterion that greedily selects images reflecting the feedback from prior iterations. Figure 2 contains an overview of our active image search process.
A limitation of hand-crafted criteria like EER is the inability take advantage of the interplay between attributes. For example, knowing the target shirt has a collar also provides some information about the type of shirt being searched for. A good sampling criteria should be able to take advantage of such information as well as adapt to user behavior. Thus, we employ reinforcement learning using a Deep Q-Network [26] to learn to select informative images which we use to refine our list of candidates.
To learn a good feature representation for our task, we introduce several enhancements to the state-of-the-art Conditional Similarity Network (CSN) [40] . This model trains a single network to learn an embedding for multiple attributes. It accomplishes this by learning a masking function for each attribute which selects features in a general representation for an image that is important to separating images in that concept space. This provides multiple views of the images in our database which has proven useful on Figure 3 . Model Overview. Our model consists of three major components. First, we train a feature extractor which computes an embedding representation for each image in our database that can be projected into an attribute specific space using a learned mask. These are fed into our Candidate Selectors, which obtains a list of likely candidates. Finally, from these candidates we select the most informative image according to each attribute using a DQN consisting of three fully connected layers followed by a ReLU. similar tasks (e.g. [15, 16, 17, 27, 39] ) and tends to perform better than training separate embedding models for each concept. Whereas the authors of the CSN model considered the label for each embedding in isolation (i.e. an embedding trained for colors would only care if both images were blue), we also factor the overall similarity between two images when training our representation. The resulting model encourages samples to separate into homogeneous subgroups in each embedding space. Therefore, as we traverse an attribute embedding, e.g. heel height, a transition from boot to a stiletto in a single step would be unlikely even if they both have the same sized heel. Combined with constraints which enable us to better exploit our training data, we show significant performance improvements in measuring the similarity between two images with regards to a specific concept. We provide an overview of our approach's parts in Figure 3 . Our primary contributions are summarized below:
• We build a system which refines image search results without using the relative attribute annotations or attribute inputs required in prior work.
• We introduce enhancements to the Conditional Similarity Network which encourages smooth transitions as we traverse the learned embedding space (Section 3.1).
• We propose a Deep-Q Network-based selection criteria instead of hand-crafted methods (Section 3.2).
Our experiments in Section 4 show our image representation reduces attribute matching errors by 2.5-3% on the UT Zap-50K [45] and OSR [28] datasets while also finding a specific image in a database faster than hand-crafted sampling strategies.
Related Work
Attribute-based interactive image search. A key difference between this paper and prior work (e.g. [17] ) is that we train our models using annotations which already exist in many datasets. Much of the recent work on this task has focused on how to best utilize models trained using expensive relative attribute annotations (e.g. [16, 17, 27] ) or requires a user to specify which attributes their target image has (e.g. [49, 50] ). These assumptions provide attribute specific feedback so the model knows exactly how to alter the current image to make it more like the target image, but are more costly than our approach in terms of annotations, user requirements, or both. Reinforcement learning and active learning. Recently there has been an ever-growing trend of abandoning handcrafted approaches in favor of learned models. Training models for selecting informative examples in active learning, however, has primarily focused on how best to combine hand-crafted sampling strategies (e.g. [1, 29] ). In [8] , the authors used reinforcement learning to select which handcrafted strategy to use on each iteration. This idea was extended in [22] to select which annotator to use as well as finding informative samples. In contrast, our approach creates an entirely new criterion rather than combining handcrafted strategies, sharing a similar spirit to some early work in relevance feedback (e.g. [43, 44] ). Relative Attributes. Prior work in predicting relative attributes include using pairwise supervision to learn linear rankers [30] , multi-task learning [4] , and fusing binary and relative attribute labels in a model that would make predictions for both types of labels [41] . Some works found training local rankers could lead to improved performance [45, 46] . Deep networks have also been used to rank attributes [36] as well as localize them [35] . However, most of these approaches rely solely on expensive pairwise supervision in order to train their models. An exception is Yu et al. [47] which augmented their annotated pairs with synthetically generated images. In our work, we use labels which are typically found natively in many datasets rather than rely on relative attribute annotations.
Image Search with Active Feedback
Our objective is to quickly locate a target image I t in a database given a query q. While the initial query can take multiple forms (e.g. keywords, images [5, 12] , or sketches [48] ), we will assume it is provided as an image I q 0 which shares some desirable attribute with the target image. In order to locate the target image by obtaining feedback from the user, we need a representation where we can measure similarity between images in the database as well as a selection strategy which uses this representation to find informative images to present to the user. In this paper we provide enhancements for both learning the image representation, which we shall discuss in Section 3.1, and sampling strategies, which we will present in Section 3.2.
Globally-Consistent Attribute Embeddings
To compare two images, we train a set of embeddings, each representing a different attribute we wish to capture. This provides multiple senses of each image which we can use to select informative images to the user. Due to its stateof-the-art performance and efficiency, we chose to build upon the CSN model [40] which we shall briefly review before describing our modifications.
Conditional Similarity Network
The CSN model was designed to learn a disentangled embedding for different attributes in a single model. A general image representation is learned through the image encoding layers of the model. Then a trained mask is applied to the representation to isolate the features important to that specific attribute. This enables each embedding to share some common parameters across concepts, while the mask is tasked with transforming the features into a discriminative representation. After obtaining the general embedding features between two images G i , G j , they are compared using a masked distance function,
where m a is the mask for some attribute and denotes an element-wise multiplication. Then, given a triplet of embedding features (G x , G y , G z ) where the pair (G x , G y ) share the same attribute label which is also not shared by G z , the CSN model is trained using the margin based loss function given by
where h controls the minimum margin between positive and negative pairs. The general unmasked embedding representation G is L2 regularized to encourage regularly in the latent embedding space. The masks m are L1 regularized to encourage a sparse feature selection. Thus, the complete loss function is
Anchor Image
Shared Attributes with Anchor: boot boot mid-calf Figure 4 . During training, we take into account the overall similarity between images based on the number of shared attributes. This encourages the model to maintain the left-to-right ordering of the images above in a category embedding space even though they all belong to the boot category where λ 1−2 are scalar parameters.
We modify the original CSN model by L2 normalizing the final attribute representation (i.e. G m in Eq. (1)) as this tends to make training more stable [34] . In addition, since the masks can be viewed as an attention over the general embedding features we force them to sum to 1 as typically done for attention models (e.g. [42] ).
Incorporating Global Compatibility
Since our goal is to traverse our embeddings in order to locate some target image, it is desirable that they provide natural transitions from image to image. For example, if we were to transition from the anchor image to the rightmost image in Figure 4 it would be considered a significant divergence. The center image, while still different, seems like a more logical transition even though all three images belong to the boot category. Therefore, to make our embedding spaces more intuitive, we also take into account the overall similarity between two images beyond the attribute being encoded. Given the set of attributes A x , A y , A z for each of the images in our training triplet, we compute the difference in shared attributes between the negative and positive pairs:
where E represents the number of embeddings being trained. We prevent negative values of w to maintain a minimum margin between negative and positive pairs of the triplet. We define our new margin h for Eq. (2) as
where η, ζ are a scalar parameters.
Image Sampling Strategies
Using the representation for the images in our database from Section 3.1, our task is to select the K most informative images to present to the user for feedback in order to quickly locate target image I t . We begin by obtaining a short list of candidate images in Section 3.2.1, before refining this list using more powerful, but computationally expensive methods in Section 3.2.2.
Candidate Selection Methods
Most selection strategies focus on trying to reduce uncertainty in the current model, or exploit the information obtained in order to make fine-grained distinctions. In practice, however, many search engines provide means to filter results based on meta-data labels. For example, when searching for clothing a search engine may allow you to filter results based on its category (e.g. pants), subcategory (e.g. jeans), and color, amongst others. Coupled with the initial query, this provides a strong signal to initialize an active learning algorithm. Thus, the criteria that follow focus on the exploitation of existing knowledge.
Nearest Neighbors. As a baseline, we perform an iterative nearest neighbors query to obtain candidate images. Given query image I q , this method returns the K-nearest neighbors to I q that have not been previously selected. Which ever image is selected as most relevant to the target image is used as the query in the next iteration.
Feedback Constraint Satisfaction. Inspired by [17] , we find the samples which satisfy the maximum number of feedback constraints provided by the user. For each iteration that a new candidate query I * q i+1 is accepted by the user, then we know that I * q i+1 is closer to the target image than I q i . Analogously, if the candidate is not accepted, then we know I * q i+1 is farther away from the target image than I q i . These become constraints F where each element is a tuple (I x , I y ) where I x is closer to the target image than I y . We define l as a binary variable which indicates that we want to count the number of unsatisfied constraints (i.e. for this criterion l = 0 so we count satisfied constraints). Then we can calculate the portion of constraints in F a candidate image I o satisfies, i.e.,
where 1 fcs is an indicator function which returns one if
Thus, our criteria for the next proposed query from the set of candidates O is:
Ties are broken using nearest neighbors sampling between the candidates and the query image.
Candidate Re-ranking Methods
Many methods that measure how informative a sample is are computationally expensive, making it infeasible to run over a large database. Therefore, we begin by obtaining a short list of candidates using the methods from Section 3.2.1, then re-rank them based on how informative they are. Below we discuss two such re-ranking methods. Expected Error Reduction. Initially proposed in [33] , this refinement strategy focuses on reducing generalization error of the current model of the desired target image. Ergo, it can be seen as inherently balancing exploration and exploitation criteria. We measure the entropy of the current model by calculating the portion of constraints an image satisfies as done in Eq. (6), i.e.,
We use the highest ranked item which hasn't been presented to the user, which we denote as I t * , as a proxy for the target image when predicting the user's response r. The simulated response either accepts or rejects some image I c from our short list of candidate images C to create a new constraint. For example, (I q , I c , r = 0) would indicate that a constraint should be added to F that says I c is farther away from the target image than the current query I q . We decide if a new constraint would be satisfied by measuring the likelihood that the candidate image shares the same attributes with the target image. The candidate images are then selected according to the following:
where σ converts the distances in the attribute's embedding space to probabilities using Platt scaling [31] whose parameters φ we estimate using the training set. Effectively, we select the I c which we are the most uncertain about that is also similar to our best guess at the target image. Learned Re-ranking Criteria. So far only hand-crafted strategies have been discussed. Learned criteria can easily adapt to the exact task and dataset, making it an attractive option. To this end, we train a Deep Q-Network (DQN) [26] with experience replay to learn how to select informative images. In this paradigm, we learn a function Q that estimates the reward ρ we would get by taking some action given the current state of the system Ψ. We define ρ as the change in the percentile rank of the target image under the current model after obtaining feedback from the user. We represent each image in the list of candidates obtained from the methods in Section 3.2.1 as the difference between its visual embedding and the query image. This is fed into our DQN as the current state Ψ, which then selects which image to present to the user (i.e. the set of actions asks which image to choose). At test time, the selection criteria simply need to maximize the expected reward if we were to select image I c to present to the user:
Our model is trained using a Huber loss on top of the temporal difference error between expected and observed rewards.
Experiments
We begin by validating our image representation's ability to identify if two images share the same attributes in Section 4.1. Then we analyze the ability of our approach to perform our active image search task in Section 4.2.
Dataset. Experiments were performed on the UT Zap-pos50K (UT Zap-50K) dataset [45] . This dataset consists of just over 50K images taken from the Zappos website of shoes in a canonical view and homogeneous backgrounds. Each image has eight meta-data attributes associated with it: category, closure, gender, heel, insole, material, subcategory, and toestyle. Only the category and subcategory labels are required, resulting in a sparse labeling of the remaining attributes. We split images in the dataset by their productID, keeping 5000 products for testing, 1000 for validation, and used the remaining for the training.
Attribute Embedding Experiments
Implementation Details. We generally follow the training procedure described in [40] . For each attribute in the dataset, we randomly sampled 200K triplets for training, 40K for testing, and 20K for the validation set from their respective images. We did not use the same triplets as [40] , however, since they split their images randomly which could result in same product appearing in both the training and testing splits. Although we tried semi-hard negative sampling of triplets [34] , it did not provide performance benefits in our experiments. The models were trained for 200 epochs with a batch size of 256. The best model is selected using the validation set. We set our parameters as the following: (h = 0.3, λ 1 = 5e −4 , and λ = 5e −6 in Eq. (2), and η = h in Eq. (5) . We initialize our model using an 18 layer Deep Residual Network [14] that was trained on ImageNet [7] . All images are resized to 112×112 before being fed into the network. Evaluation Metric. Following [40] we report the triplet satisfaction rate of our model (i.e. the percentage of valid triplets for the 320K samples in the test set).
Results
. Table 1 reports our triplet satisfaction rate on the test set and compares our approach to the state-of-the-art. The first two lines of Table 1 [45] . Note: we used all eight meta-data labels rather than just the four reported in Veit et al. [40] . of training triplets for the baseline model results in a very small improvement to performance. However, the third line of Table 1 demonstrates that by including the L2 normalization on the embedding outputs and forcing each mask to sum to 1 (referred to in the table as "constraints"), we can better leverage the additional training data, improving our performance by almost 2%. Our full model, which includes these constraints as well as our attention to the global similarity between images (described in Section 3.1.2) results in a 3% improvement over the baseline. We break down the performance of our model by the attribute being learned in Table 2 . The material and gender attributes reported the largest performance improvement at 4% over the baseline CSN model. The subcategory attribute brought up its performance by just over 3.5%, putting its performance more in line with the category attribute. While our model did improve the category attribute by almost 1%, including just the constraints did lower performance slightly. However, this loss was more than made up by the improvements in the other attributes, and the model which included global similarity did best across all attributes.
To provide insight into the structure of the learned embedding spaces, we provide a t-SNE visualization [38] of the closure attribute in Figure 5 1 . The highlighted boxes show how our embedding has learned to separate shoes with heels from those without, or athletic and dress shoes, despite having the same closing mechanism. This demonstrates how our representation can make more intuitive transitions while navigating the learned embedding space.
Active Image Search Experiments
Implementation Details. On each iteration, we select one image per attribute type (8 total) to present to the user. For our refinement experiments, we select 4 candidates per attribute using our Feedback Constraint Satisfaction criterion (32 total) and then re-rank them to select the top 8 images. In our DQN experiments, we use a replay memory size of 20,000, a discount rate of 0.999, and a batch size of 2048. Our DQN models are trained using simulated user feedback which we describe below. During training, we begin by performing a random action 90% of the time and decay this randomized action rate exponentially until we reach 5%. Query-Target Pairs. For each attribute in the dataset, we sample 2,000 pairs for training, 500 for validation, and 1,000 for testing resulting in 16,000, 4,000, and 8,000 pairs, respectively. Each sample was randomly selected from the set of image pairs which share at least one attribute without restrictions. This means pairs can be semantically distant from each other (e.g. a boot and a sandal without a heel can be sampled for pairs sharing that attribute), adding to the challenges faced by our model. User Feedback. User feedback is simulated by averaging the Euclidean distance between the candidate image and the target image between all embedding spaces and selecting the closest one. We evaluated the appropriateness of our user feedback mechanism by presenting triplets of images to 13 human annotators. Each triplet contained a target image and a pair of images to evaluate. Annotators were asked to select the image from the pair which most resembles the target image. We obtained 100 triplets selected at random from our active learning experiments (i.e. they exactly reflected the decision process made by our algorithm). After removing triplets where at least 5 annotators disagreed with the majority, our simulated input agreed with the human annotators 79% of the time over the remaining 86 samples. Human performance was similar, as individual annotators agreed with the majority 74-88% of the time (84% average). We also experimented with two other embeddings to use for our simulated feedback: features from our fine-tuned ResNet-18 model initially trained on ImageNet and the unmasked embedding representation output by our Comparison to Relative Attribute Approaches. In addition to our own baselines, we also adapt our embedding approach to produce relative attribute scores for four common concepts using the annotations provided in [45] . We encode a pair of images I i , I j using the Conditional Similarity Network to obtain an embedding representation for an attribute. We concatenate together the embedding from each image which is fed into a fully connected layer followed by a softmax with an output dimension of 3 and is trained jointly with the embeddings. The output of this model indicates if image I i has more, less, or the same amount of an attribute as image I j . Using this model, we reproduce the binary tree EER-based approach of [16] . We initialize the activate image search model using the query image provided at test time. The remaining implementation details follow [16] . We shall refer to this reproduction as Attribute Pivots henceforth. Evaluation Metric. We evaluate performance based on how many iterations were required to go from the initial query to the target image.
Results. We report our active image search performance in Table 3 2 . As seen in the top two lines of the table, using the feedback constraint satisfaction criterion reduces the number of iterations required to find a target image by 2 over the nearest neighbors baseline. Refining the top 4 candidates using expected error reduction reduces the number of steps by 1.5, and our DQN refinement reduces this further, making the total reduction approach 5 iterations fewer than the baseline. It is important to note that this would be considered the toughest settings for this task. In practice, a user could remove a lot of images from consideration by filtering by the meta-data labels.
We provide examples of the images selected by our system as we refine image search results in Figure 6 . In the first row, we see how the boots change in style on each iteration, deciding on the heel first before refining the style of the boot. The second row demonstrates how our system is capable of even changing the category of the shoe, traversing from a boot to a sneaker. The third row shows how the system switched from changing the style of shoe to the type of closing mechanism before locating the target image, with the last two rows demonstrating how our system can handle even relatively fine-grained differences between the initial query and the target image.
A good search refinement algorithm need not produce the exact target image in the refinement stage, but simply obtain enough information that the image ranks sufficiently high in the search results. To this end, we provide the rank of the target image per iteration in Figure 7 (a) with a comparison to our implementation of the Attribute Pivots approach [16] which takes advantage of relative attribute annotations. Here we see the two methods perform comparably despite our method using only binary attribute labels. It is important to note that Attribute Pivots produced a more consistent algorithm as exemplified with the lower per-iteration rank standard deviation seen in Figure 7 (b), even if the average performance was slightly lower than ours. This may be due to the limited number of relative attributes available in the UT Zap-50K dataset, which suggests it would beneficial to further explore the trade-off between annotation cost vs. performance in future work.
OSR Experiments
To demonstrate our approach's ability to generalize we provide experiments on the Outdoor Scene Recognition (OSR) dataset [28] . This dataset consists of 2688 images with six attributes annotated for the eight scene categories. We randomly sampled 400 images for the test set (50/category), 160 images for the validation set (20/category), and used the rest for training. To train our representation, we randomly sampled 100K triplets for training, 40K for testing, and 20K for validation. In our active image search experiments we sampled 16,000 pairs for training, 4,000 pairs for testing, and 800 pairs for validation. All other settings are the same that were used for the UT Zap-50K dataset. Results. As seen in our attribute experiments in Table 4 , our additional constraints and global similarity enhancements provide a 1.5% and 2.5% improvement over the baseline, Table 5 . Active image search performance on the OSR dataset respectively. Our results on the active image search task in Table 5 also follow the results on UT Zap-50K, where our DQN refinement strategy outperforms the EER alternative as well as the feedback constraint satisfaction and nearest neighbor baselines. Despite the OSR dataset being from a very different domain from UT Zap-50K, our model still provides a performance improvement over prior work.
Conclusion
In this paper, we addressed the problem of active image search, but without expensive annotations or user requirements used in prior work. Instead, we introduced enhancements to the Conditional Similarity Network which improved its ability to make relative attribute comparisons. We used this representation in our experiments on active image search where we demonstrated the effectiveness of our DQN selection criterion and showed it was competitive with prior work which used expensive relative attribute annotations. In future work, we would like to build upon our current system by taking advantage of a hierarchical clustering method to organize our data which has proven useful in prior work [16, 23] . Our model could also benefit from taking into account the diversity of selected images on each iteration by incorporating elements used in batch mode active learning approaches (e.g. [9, 13, 19] ).
